MyRepChat®
User Guide

This is reference guide on how to use MyRepChat for texting with clients. This document is meant to serve as a reference
guide only and while we maintain this document regularly please note that processes change often. Where these processes
differ from FINRA, SEC, or MyRepChat guidance, those guidelines and rules shall prevail. This is for reference purposes only.
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SIGN UP PROCESS
Signing up for MyRepChat occurs in three phases: Sign Up, Sign In, and Set Up.
Phase 1:
The below link is a dedicated URL for Cambridge Financial-affiliated representatives.
•

General URL: https://dart.ionlake.com/web/signup.html?a=7d94b20d-fa38-44ac-b074-fa6fdd6c9c6c&r=83

•

Group Code: A6uaC

This step requires basic information about the individual establishing an account. This information will be used
to pre-populate your Virtual Business Card (vCard) later in the process.
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1. The next step is very important for a couple of reasons:
a. We need to verify your email address.
b. Your email address will become your username once the set-up process is complete.
c. This is the only chance you will have to change your email address (username) without having to contact
MyRepChat support.

2. You will notice an alert instructing you to check your email.

3. Once you have retrieved the email and the code within, insert the verification code.
IMPORTANT: The verified email will be your user name when logging in to MyRepChat.
**Note that you can have the code resent if you did not receive it and change the email address**
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4. Create your MyRepChat password to use when logging in via the mobile app or desktop.

5. The next step is to verify your mobile phone number. This is a verification step necessary to ensure only real
people are creating accounts.
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6. The final step in the initial set-up phase of your MyRepChat account is to review and accept the Terms of Use.
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7. Once you have accepted the Terms of Use, you can finish the first phase of the sign-up process.

8. Congratulations! Your account has been created. Please review the information on the screen to help guide you
as you complete the rest of the sign-up process.
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Phase 2: Sign In
1. Now that your account is complete, in order to continue you will need to log in using the username (email)
and password that you created during the sign-up process.

2. Upon logging in for the first time, you will be prompted to set up Multi-Factor Authentication.
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3. Moving forward, should authentication be required, you will see a screen similar to this:

Phase 3: Set Up
Determine which VBN (Virtual Business Number) is right for your business needs. The VBN is the number you
will use for texting clients. Available options are below:
New VBN
You choose a new dedicated number from the MyRepChat number picker with the area code of your choice
This is a dedicated mobile number for your contacts to reach you at
Using the Voice Add-on allows you to make outbound calls that come from your new number rather than
your cell phone.
• If your area code is not available, pick another area code or check back in a few days’ numbers are added
daily.
• Once complete, you can begin texting immediately
• Due to restrictions by service providers you are not able to use your current mobile number
•
•
•

Use your Landline as your VBN
• You can enter your landline number to be text-enabled
• Your contacts reach you at your office number via text as well. Your current voice option will not be
affected.
• Outbound calls must be made on your landline or from your actual cell phone number.
• Text enabling a landline will have a few more steps as it requires approval from your landline provider to
allow MyRepChat to use the texting capabilities for your line.
VOIP Landline
•
•
•
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If your landline is a VOIP, you will want to reach out to your VOIP provider and ask if the SPID
can be released on your line.
If they are unable to release the SPID then we are unable to use the VOIP number.
If they are able to release the SPID, email us at support@ionlake.com once you have received
confirmation of release. (We are unable to start the process on our end until the SPID has been
released).
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1. Upon logging in for the first time, you will be prompted to complete the final set-up phase of MyRepChat.
The first decision to make is whether you want to choose a new number for texting within MyRepChat, or if
you would like to “SMS enable” a landline.

`````

2. If you chose a new number, you will be guided to the following page to enter your desired area code:
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3. Upon entering an area code, you can choose from a list of available numbers. Please keep in mind that not
all area codes have available numbers, and you can refresh the list or change area codes if you prefer.

4. When a number is selected, you will be asked to confirm your selection:
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5. If you choose to SMS enable your landline number, you will be guided to the following page to complete
the process:
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6. After entering a number and selecting the “Verify Phone Number” button, you will see a dialogue like this
(below) if the number you entered is a landline, and we can SMS enable the number. If you do not get this
dialogue box, please read the alert in full to know what, if anything, can and needs to be done in order for
us to SMS enable the number entered.
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7. Provide the business information for the phone number that you wish to SMS enable.

8. This step requires us to call the number you wish to SMS enable so we can verify it can receive phone calls
and that you are in position to act on behalf of the number.
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9. After answering the phone: When prompted, please type the code on the computer into the landline
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phone to complete the verification process.

10. The final step in this process involves ionlake (MyRepChat provider) sending an electronic LOA (Letter Of
Authorization) that must be signed by you, before we can complete the process.

11. The next step is setting up your Virtual Business Card. The information in your Virtual Business Card will
6/19
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come from the information you added in the sign-up phase. You can add a photo and edit this information
here as well.

12. Adding contacts is essential to MyRepChat and CRM integrations make uploading contacts simple. This step
allows you the opportunity to connect your CRM to MyRepChat. You can set your CRM here or by selecting
“Skip” in the bottom right, you will be provided instructions on how to set this up at a later point in time.
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13. Cambridge Financial handles the archiving setup for MyRepChat users. No action is required from you.

14. Cambridge Financial will need to review and approve your account before you can start texting.
This concludes your account registration with MyRepChat.
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Dashboard
This is an overview of your MyRepChat account.
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Add Contact Information
Contacts can be added manually, from CSV, or from a CRM Integration.
1. Go to the Contact Tab, click Add Contact or Group then select either import from CSV, from a CRM, or manually.

Add Manually
From Contacts, select “Create a New Contact”. Enter the contact information including name and address. Manage the
phone number and email for this contact. Only one phone number can be configured as the messaging phone number.
Note that changes made here are not saved until you click the Save Contact button.
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Add from a CRM
From Contacts, select “Add a contact or group from a CRM”. Enter the contact name and click Begin Search. To add your
CRM contact to your MyRepChat contact list, simply click on the correct contact under Search Result and it will be added
to your contact list.

Add from CSV
From Contacts, select “Import contacts and groups from CSV”
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Create a Group
From Contacts, select “Create a New group”. Enter the Group Name and add the Group Member by enabling the switch
button next to the contact’s name. Click “SAVE GROUP” to save.

Messages
From the Message Tab, you can view and create messages. You can also launch Smart Messages (highlighted) such as
Send Attachment/media , Open Message Template, Schedule a Message, Add Emoji, and Send your Virtual Card.
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Create Smart Messages
Smart messages enables you to schedule future messages, recurring messages, message templates, and automatic
responses.

Scheduled
Scheduled messages allow you to create a reminder text for your client’s next appointment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Select Scheduled Tab from the left side of your screen.
Select Compose Messages
Select the Recipient from your Contacts.
Add Date, Time, and Frequency.
Type the message and Click Save
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Templates
Message Templates are great way to save time when sending a message multiple times by allowing you to type the
message once and sending it as needed. You can easily recall a message template in the messages view by clicking the
templates button.

You can use the following placeholders in your message template.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

${contact.name} - combined first and last name of the contact (formerly ${name})
${contact.firstname} - first name of contact (formerly ${fname})
${contact.lastname} - last name of contact (formerly ${lname})
${contact.address} - the address line of the contact
${contact.city} - the city of the contact
${contact.state} - the state of the contact (two letter)
${contact.zip} - the zip code of the contact

When the message is sent, these placeholders will be replaced with the values from the contact record.
1. From Templates, click Create Template.
2. Add your Template Name, compose your Message, and click Save Message.

Auto Responses
An auto response is a way to return an automatic reply to an incoming text message. An example would be to have
MyRepChat send back a link to your calendar when someone sends the word "calendar" to your MyRepChat number.
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You cannot create auto responses for built in keywords, including keywords that are used for adherence to the
Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA). The keywords you cannot use are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

vcard (MyRepChat Keyword)
vcardlink (MyRepChat Keyword)
contactinfo (MyRepChat Keyword)
start (TCPA Keyword)
stop (TCPA Keyword)
stopall (TCPA Keyword)
subscribe (TCPA Keyword)
unsubscribe (TCPA Keyword)
cancel (TCPA Keyword)
end (TCPA Keyword)
quit (TCPA Keyword)
unstop (TCPA Keyword)
help (TCPA Keyword)
info (TCPA Keyword)

Only the first auto response that meets the criteria of the incoming text will be used, make sure to order your auto
responses to meet your requirements. An example would be if an unknown contact sends a keyword and you have an
auto response for unknown contacts AND for the keyword, you need to specify which one should be used first by setting
its order higher using the arrow buttons.
1. From Auto Response, click Create Auto Response.
2. Compose your Auto Response Message and click Save Message
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Bookmarks
Bookmarks serve as shortcuts that can be accessed via MyRepChat on the Mobile or Web Application.
1. From Bookmarks, click Create Bookmark
2. Add your bookmark and click Save bookmark.

Settings
•

Profile
§ Personal Details (VCard) – add/edit your virtual business card.
Note that changes to your VCard will not take effect until after a reviewer has approved the changes.
This page will always display your approved VCard.
§

Change Password - Passwords must be at least 8 characters long (max. 128), have at least one capital
letter, one number, and/or 1 special character.

Portal Options – If you have difficulty seeing the text, you can make the text bolder.
If you are using a non-public computer and want to remain logged in all day, you can disable the
inactivity timer. With the inactivity timer turned on, you will be automatically logged out after 10
minutes of no activity.
Preferences
§ Forwarding Number – You can add a physical phone number to forward all calls coming from your
MyRepChat number. (See: Add-ons and Billing)
§

•

§
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Message History – view your message history up to 90 days.
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§

•

•

•

Out of Office Response - If you are planning on being out of the office, or in situations where you know
you will not be able to respond to people in a timely manner, you can set up an out of office response
that will be automatically sent back to anyone who sends you a message.

Integrations
§ Connect to CRM - MyRepChat works with many popular CRMS. By connecting MyRepChat to your CRM,
MyRepChat will be able to query your CRM for contacts when you send/receive messages and can send
the messages back to the CRM as notes.
§

Riskalyze - Connect MyRepChat to Riskalyze by clicking the Connect button below. You will be asked to
log into your Riskalyze account. Once logged in, accept the MyRepChat app to complete the Riskalyze
integration.

§

Content Provider - Connect MyRepChat to your content provider by providing following the specific
instructions provided for that provider. This will require you to be logged in to your content provider to
locate information needed to establish the connection.

Add-Ons and Billing
§ Archiving –Cambridge Financial handles archiving at no additional cost. Direct archiving with ionlake is
not available.
§

Voice Add-On - By default, all phone calls to your MyRepChat number are forwarded to your forwarding
number. If you enable voice, this will allow you to initiate and receive calls using your MyRepChat
number.

§

Additional Account Log In - You can set up additional logins to allow co-workers to access your account.
When they login they will be able to use and manage the account the same way you can. Note that only
users with the same licensing can share an account. Each user must also identify one’s self when texting
a client or a prospect when using a shared account.

Archives and Reports
§
§

Archives – Cambridge Financial handles archiving at no additional cost.
Account Report – Export conversations on a specific date range.

Download MyRepChat® app
Download and install mobile app (available for Android and IOS) on your device. You can find it in the App store for
Apple devices, or the Google Play store for Android devices- search for MyRepChat®.
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MyRepChat® FAQs
1. What is the Client Text Messaging Service?
Cambridge Financial entered into an agreement with a company called Ionlake, creator of MyRepChat to
offer a texting solution/service that can be used for securities-business purposes in a compliant manner. The
name of the app is MyRepChat. The messages are captured and archived and sent to Cambridge Financial,
monitored like email and subject to the electronic communications policies and procedures.
2. How does the service work?
Users will be asked to download an app on their mobile device. Once the app is installed, the user will be
provided with a new separate business phone number that can be used for both texting and phone calls.
Users will also receive access to an online portal allowing them to send and receive text messages from their
computer.
3. How can I access the service from my computer?
Once your account has been activated, the online portal can be accessed by going to the website
https://dart.ionlake.com/web/Login.html . It is recommended you bookmark this page.
4. Does MyRepChat® have a Mobile App?
Yes, download and install the mobile app (available for Android and IOS) on your mobile device. You can find
it in the App store for Apple devices, or the Google Play store for Android devices- search for MyRepChat®
5. Do I need a separate device to use the texting service?
No, the app can be downloaded on your existing device. The app acts like a phone within a phone making it
simple to keep your personal communications separate from business. This does not give KMS or the
regulators access to the other applications/communications on your personal device.
6. How will my clients know my new business phone number?
We recommend you reach out to your clients sharing your new number and explain that you are now able
to communicate via text message for business purposes. You should also explain that nothing sensitive
should be communicated via text messaging. You can also have them text the word “VCARD” to you and it
will automatically transmit your contact information to them.
7. What is the cost for MyRepChat®?
Cost is included in your Tech Package with Cambridge.
8. How am I going to know if an incoming call or text message is personal or business?
Your new business number will have the name of the app, MyRepChat in the alert screen.
9. Can multiple people in my office share one subscription to the texting service?
Yes, as long as each user shares the same licensing. Each user must also identify oneself when texting a
client or prospect with a shared account.
10. Will I be able to import my existing contacts in my cellphone to the new app?
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Yes, if you allow the app to access your mobile phone’s contacts.
11. How long does it take to get MyRepChat® account approved?
It can take up to two days.
12. What is a vCard?
A vCard is a virtual business card. You can text the “vCard” to your client and they will receive your
MyRepChat® information and they can then add you as their contact.
13. How long does it take to get the vCard approved?
It can take up to two days.
14. Will I be able to text more than one client at a time?
Yes, you may text up to 24 people at one time.
15. Do I need to accept the app’s request to access my phone’s contacts, microphone and notifications?
If you would like for your contacts to be automatically imported into the program, you will need to allow
access. The voice function within the app requires access to your device’s microphone. Notifications must
also be enabled to alert you of an incoming text or phone call.
16. When using the app to make phone calls, does it count against my cellphone’s minutes?
The app will attempt to first use a Wi-Fi connection for the call. If Wi-Fi is not available, and your cellular
network is used for the call, then the minutes used will count toward your plan.
17. If your client sends you a text message instructing you to place a trade, withdraw or transfer funds, what
should you do?
Please contact the client via another means of confirming that you are receiving instructions from the
proper person. If someone is communicating with you and you detect a red flag, e.g. sense of urgency,
sending funds to an unknown location/different bank than they normally use, please contact the AML
Officer and/or your home office compliance principal.
18. How can I change/reset my password? Forgotten Password
Go to your Settings, Profile, and Change Password.
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